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TINKER, CAN YOU SHARE WHY YOU DECIDED TO 

START A TAXONOMY PROJECT AT THE NORTH 

POLE? 

The North Pole is an extremely old organization with a lot of 

documents and a lot of employees. We did a digitization project 

about seven years ago and put everything into SharePoint. The 

elves were still complaining that they couldn’t find the 

documents they needed to do their jobs. We knew we needed to 

create a taxonomy to organize all this content, so we went to 

the experts at WAND. 

HOW DID WAND HELP YOU WITH YOUR 

TAXONOMY? 

We have large departments for engineering, procurement, 

manufacturing, and logistics. We are also a non-profit and we 

have a significant Elfin Resources (which I believe you call 

Human Resources) department. Elves know a lot about building 

toys, but not much about building taxonomies. 

WAND had pre-defined taxonomies for each area. We logged into the WAND Taxonomy Library 

Portal and downloaded the taxonomies in SharePoint Term Store Format. With these foundation 

taxonomies, we could sit down with elves from each department and customize the taxonomies. Even 

without any taxonomy experience, it was easy to edit something that had already been built. Having 

access to the pre-defined foundation taxonomies from WAND saved us a huge amount of time and 

the taxonomies we ended up with were a lot more comprehensive than they would have been if we 

had started from scratch. 

THE NORTH POLE IS A PRODUCT CENTRIC ORGANIZATION. HOW DID WAND 

HELP YOU MANAGE THAT DATA? 

Poor product data was really slowing us down. If a child asks for something specific, like an Xbox 

One, then things are easy. The problem is a lot of kids are not that specific. We get a lot of requests 

The North Pole is a large non-

profit toy manufacturing 

organization with a direct-to-

consumer model. Information 
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for things like “a pink tutu with sparkles” or “pirate stuff” or “something for my little brother”. When we 

get those, it used to take a lot of time to find the right present from our catalog. 

We deployed WAND’s eCommerce Taxonomy Portal and PIM to design a product taxonomy with the 

categories we offer (toys, clothing, etc.) and the attributes (color, brand, sizes, materials, features, 

target age range) for each of these categories. We then loaded each of our SKUs and used the 

WAND tools to assign attributes to each. We feed this structured data into our inventory system and 

now when we get a request like “pink tutu with sparkles” we can navigate through the taxonomy to the 

Clothing>Girls’ Clothing>Skirts>Tutus category and filter by Color: Pink and Embellishments: 

Sparkles. We’ve reduced our list processing time by 72%, which makes a huge difference when you 

are an Elf on the Shelf! 

We have also exported the data into an ecommerce front end and deployed an online presence and 

kiosks at malls where kids can search through our toys and create an electronic letter to Santa Claus 

listing the presents they would like to receive. This has allowed Santa to dramatically decrease the 

amount of time he spends at shopping malls during our busy season! 

Taxonomy may not be as exciting as racing drones or as fun as 

Christmas Trees, but it certainly is important we found that spending the 

time to organize our content more effectively has paid dividends through 

our ability to find and share knowledge within our organization. If you 

want to take control of your information with taxonomy, you should visit 

WAND’s website at www.wandinc.com Happy holidays and Merry 

Christmas! 
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